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From the Vicar
 

3rd December 2020
 
Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

I’m  writing  this  having  just  heard  the  good  news  that  the  authorities  have
approved the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine for use in this country against Covid 19.
This  is  wonderful  news  and  heralds  a  return  to  normality  next  year.   It  is
definitely some Advent light in the darkness – another coming to be welcomed
and awaited eagerly. 
 
As the medical experts and the Prime Minister are keen to repeat, however, that
does not mean (sadly) that we can go straight back to normal or stop bothering
with masks and social distancing.  We have some months to go yet and those are
– if today is anything to go by! – dark, cold and wet. 
 
One of the ways we can cope with this is by maintaining patterns, disciplines
and routines.  Christianity sets a lot of store by these – not so much by moral
rules but by rules of life and habit.  These are inculcated in us by repetition.
Along comes Advent every year, and we read the same portions of scripture, the
same prayers, follow the same themes and – when it’s not a pandemic year! –
sing the same hymns and carols.  These things stay the same but of course we do
not: we change.  And because we change so our understanding of these same
texts, what we get out of them and – more importantly – what they do to us,
changes.  Our church life is not so much a cycle as a corkscrew, in the sense that
it should go down and deepen as it winds round. 
 
Our  year,  our  week and our  day are  divided and shaped by these  repetitive
cycles.  Forty days from Advent to Candlemas: nativity, circumcision, baptism
from  the  Lord’s  perspective;  conception,  annunciation,  visitation,  birth,
epiphany and purification from Mary’s perspective.  Interlinked they provide the
framework for the celebration of the Incarnation.  This balances the fifty-day
pattern from Ash Wednesday to Pentecost which provides the framework for the
celebration of our Redemption. 
 
These two great cycles don’t just shape our year, they also shape our week and
our  day:  every  Sunday is  a  mini-Easter,  every  Thursday is  a  mini-Maundy
Thursday, every Friday is a mini-Good Friday and Saturday (the Jewish sabbath)
is a non-day, the day of rest in the tomb. Similarly, each day, from dawn to dusk,



is shaped by the Incarnation: the four Lucan canticles – the Benedictus (Luke
1.68-79), the Angelus (Luke 1.28,38,42, John 1.14), the Magnificat (Luke 1.46-
55) and the Nunc Dimittis (Luke 2.29-32) – are the focus of the four points of
prayer  that  shape each day as a celebration of God sharing our life in Jesus
Christ. We move from Advent through Christmas and Epiphany, to Candlemas
day by day. 
 
Following these patterns and cycles, however briefly (say, at midday with the
Angelus) is a way of redeeming the time, to coin a phrase.  We need not then
fear that this Pandemic is forcing us merely to mark time, to wait pointlessly
until we can go about our activities again, but by keeping these daily, weekly
and bi-annual patterns we can go deeper into the mystery of our Faith and the
mystery of ourselves and follow Jesus who beckons us on into the mystery that
we might be shaped by his life, death and resurrection ourselves and so become
vehicles, instruments and channels of his grace in the world.  There’s no such
thing as ‘mere’ time. 
 
The novelty of this Advent and Christmas I pray may help us to see some of this
and to see some of it in a new light.  All the usual services will take place with
two changes: there will be an additional Nine Lessons and Carols at 6pm on
Saturday 19th December  (alongside 6pm on Sunday 20th) and Midnight Mass
will begin at 11pm not 11.30pm on Christmas Eve. Alas only the choir can sing
at the moment, but should you hum behind your mask I doubt anyone will arrest
you!   Don’t  forget  that  before  all  that  we  are  keeping  Advent  by  reading
Archbishop Stephen Cottrell’s book Walking backwards to Christmas (copies at
the back of church for £7) and by meeting on Zoom on Mondays at 8pm to pray
the rosary (no previous experience needed). Above all, pray for me as I pray for
you and may this Advent truly be a holy one for us all. 
 

With my love & prayers, I am, yours
ever in the Lord who comes, 

 
Fr Robert. 



Meet the Designers:
Charles Eamer Kempe 
(1837-1907) 
by Jeremy Musson

C.E. Kempe ran one of the most remarkable 
stained-glass design studios of the Victorian era 
and Little St Mary’s has not just one, but three 
major windows from his workshop. The towering 
1892 stained glass of the east window of Little St 
Mary’s (below), depicting the Annunciation, 
glittering
with its

many angels and repeated Gothic
canopies, is highly characteristic
work by Kempe’s output, when his
company with its close-knit team
of artists, was at its height. The
west window - a Tree of Jesse also
of 1892 - and the north-east
window, of 1903, depicting the
Crucifixion, each equally full of
frozen figures and richly coloured
drama, are also by Kempe
(following pages for photographs).
Michael Hall, a leading authority
on the Gothic Revival, wrote in 
Apollo, in December 2018:
‘Anyone who enjoys visiting
British churches and cathedrals
will soon learn to identify stained
glass by Charles Eamer Kempe
(1837–1907). Helpfully, he often
placed a wheatsheaf in one corner of his windows, a device taken from his
family’s coat of arms, but in any case his fastidiously luxurious style is 
unmistakable. Most characteristic of all are the colours: deep olive greens,
tawny yellows and silvery-grey whites with flashes of ruby red.’



Like William Morris, who was a key influence on him while he was at 
Oxford, Kempe came from a wealthy background (he added the -e to his 
name in the 1860s). He was born at Ovingdean Hall, near Brighton, the 
youngest of the seven children of Nathaniel and Augusta Kemp – 
although his father died when he was young. He later lived in a fine 
sixteenth-century house known as Old Place, near Lindfield, in Sussex, 
which he famously filled with antiques and improvements to his own 
design. 

Kempe was educated at Rugby and Pembroke College, Oxford and 
became a devout Anglo-Catholic, who could not pursue a calling as a
priest due to a bad stammer. He decided to devote himself to church 
adornment. He worked for a
time in the architectural
office of G.F. Bodley (a
leading church architect,
whose celebrated works
include All Saints’ Church,
Jesus Lane in Cambridge)
before spending time in the
studio of leading stained
glass company, Clayton &
Bell. Kempe set up his own
stained-glass workshop in the
late 1860s and became one of
the most successful and
prolific stained glass
workshops in the country
(the company continued after
his death and survived into
the 1930s).

The most prestigious early
commission was probably
the window ordered in 1877
by HRH Princess Alice, Grand Duchess of Hesse and by Rhine, for the
royal mausoleum in Darmstadt, in commemoration of the death of her 
young son. Kempe worked in many cathedrals and churches in Britain 



and beyond, designing over 4000 works. Some of the finest Kempe 
windows can be found in Lichfield Cathedral, Southwark Cathedral, 
Winchester Cathedral (the Jane Austen Memorial window), Brasenose 
College, Oxford and St Barnabas, Pimlico, as well as in All Saints’, 
Cambridge.

He generally worked in a late medieval/early Renaissance style which 
remained inspired by the Gothic Revival but enhanced with Aesthetic 
Movement-inspired artistic qualities evident both the range of colours 
mentioned above as
well as in an overall
richness of tone. Kempe
studio work is often also
noted for finely drawn
and expressive faces.
He employed a very
large number of talented
artists and worked
closely with them,
including John Lisle
(who was responsible
for the Jesse Tree in the
West window of LSM - 
right) and John Carter
(for the Annunciation in
the East Window). His
pupils also included
Ninian Comper, who
later designed the
‘English Altar’ for Little
St Mary’s and the lower
register of armorial
glass in the East
Window.

His considerable success led to criticism of the ubiquity of his works and
his own friend, A.C. Benson, wrote teasingly of Kempe’s work in his
diary, implying that it was a series of narcissistic self-portraits: ‘we do
not want unadulterated Kempe everywhere – we don’t want Mr Kempe



as St Peter ,,, talking to Mr Kempe as St Andrew – with two Mr K’s
walking in the distance; and Mary Magdalene (as Kempe shaved and
femininised)  falling to the ground under a weight of Turkey carpets’.
Benson’s private and amusing critique however does not diminish the
undoubted confidence, skill and artistry of Kempe’s work, of which the
LSM East Window is a memorable and precious example.  As Martin
Harrison has written: ‘That he had established an alternative path to Pre-
Raphaelite styles was recognized by Owen Chadwick, who suggested in
The Victorian Church (1966) that 'the art of stained glass reached its
zenith, not with the innovations of William Morris and Edward Burne-
Jones, but in the Tractarian artist, Charles Eamer Kempe' 
 
Sources and further reading: 
http://www.victorianweb.org/art/stainedglass/kempe/index.html   
https://www.apollo-magazine.com/charles-eamer-kempe-stained-glass/ 
Adrian Barlow, Espying Heaven: The Stained Glass of Charles Eamer 
Kempe and His Artists. Cambridge: Lutterworth, 2019.  
Adrian Barlow, Kempe: The Life, Art and Legacy of Charles Eamer 
Kempe, Cambridge: Lutterworth, 2018.  
Harrison, Martin. ‘Kempe, Charles Eamer (1837-1907)’ Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, on-line edition. 
 

Window photos kindly provided by Elaine Shield (East), and James Yardley (West and 
North East). 
 

Advent Reflection on lines from 
Wordsworth’s Prelude 
by Shanti Daffern
 

Who doth not love to follow with his eye 
The windings of a public way? the sight, 
Familiar object as it is, hath wrought 
On my imagination since the morn 
Of childhood, when a disappearing line, 
One daily present to my eyes, that crossed 
The naked summit of a far-off hill 
Beyond the limits that my feet had trod, 
Was like an invitation into space
Boundless, or guide into eternity. 

http://www.victorianweb.org/art/stainedglass/kempe/index.html


Yes, something of the grandeur which invests 
The mariner, who sails the roaring sea 
Through storm and darkness, early in my mind 
Surrounded, too, the wanderers of the earth; 
Grandeur as much, and loveliness far more.
Awed have I been by strolling Bedlamites; 
From many other uncouth vagrants (passed 
In fear) have walked with quicker step; but why 
Take note of this? When I began to enquire, 
To watch and question those I met, and speak 
Without reserve to them, the lonely roads 
Were open schools in which I daily read 
With most delight the passions of mankind, 
Whether by words, looks, sighs, or tears, revealed;
There saw into the depth of human souls, 
Souls that appear to have no depth at all
To careless eyes.
 

William Wordsworth, from The Prelude (1850), Book XII, ll. 143-168 
 

I spent a lot of time in Lent walking. When Peterhouse closed for the
pandemic,  I  found  myself  back  unexpectedly  for  six  months  in  rural
Worcestershire, on a hill on the northern edge of the Cotswolds, in the
creaking Tudor house I grew up in. On the days when it was hard, if not
impossible, to write my PhD on Wordsworth and pilgrimage, I still found
myself instinctively embroiled in a Wordsworthian practice: walking in
the  landscapes  of  childhood,  walking  as  remembering,  walking  as
wayfinding, finding the words. 

During  this  most  recent  lockdown,  the  solitary  rambles  have  been
somewhat displaced, of course, as living alone, walking outdoors is the
only way that I can meet up with another person – ‘shall we go for a
walk?’ has become the new ‘shall we grab a coffee soon?’ for many of us,
I suspect.  

And as Advent approaches, I have been thinking once more about the
connections between walking and seasons of preparation.



Who doth not love to follow with his eye 
 The windings of a public way?

In these lines above, from Book XII of his epic autobiographical poem
The Prelude,  Wordsworth describes the experience of walking along the
public way. ‘I love a public road’, he says simply, in an earlier version of
these lines (the 1805 manuscript as opposed to the text published in 1850)
And he goes on to describe the people that he meets  …on the highway:
‘strolling Bedlamites’, ‘uncouth Vagrants’, whom he instinctively walks
past afraid with quicker step.

The public road was not a way gentlemen usually walked along in 19th-
century Cumbria. This is not a flowery footpath, but a public way: think
of  hiking  along  the  A134,  not  the  footpath  to  Grantchester.  The  only
pedestrians were those who had no choice but to walk. Beggars, outcasts
and  discharged  soldiers  all  walk  along  the  highways  and  byways  in
Wordsworth’s poems. But, Wordsworth says,

When I began to inquire 
To watch and question those I met, and speak 
Without reserve to them, the lonely roads 
Were open schools to me.

It is a better  school than any University,  he will go on to say:  and he
knows whereof he speaks, for he was educated at Cambridge (and spent
much  of  his  time  as  a  student,  he  implies  in  The  Prelude,  wilfully
escaping the library and wandering around and out of the city). When he
began to speak to the people he met walking on the road, he learned from
them. He was no longer afraid. He saw there, he says, ‘into the depths of
human souls’.  In this way, the ‘public way’ is like a ‘guide into eternity’:
not  just  in  the  sense  of  space  it  conjures,  but  in  the  conversations  it
invites.

I think of Wordsworth walking along the highways of Cumbria, when I
hear the King’s commission, in the parable of the wedding feast in the
Gospels  of  St  Matthew  and  St  Luke.  ‘Go  out  into  the  highways  and



hedges’, the King James Version has it – or ‘go into the roads and lanes’,
according to the NRSV (Luke 14:23). ‘So those servants went out into the
highways, and gathered together all as many as they found, both bad and
good: and the wedding was furnished with guests’, continues the account
in Matthew’s Gospel (Matt 22: 9-11, KJV). ‘Both bad and good’: it is a
rag-tag, motley crew of pedestrians who become invited guests.

As  Jesus’  listeners  would  have  known,  the  highways  of  1st-century
Palestine would not have been much safer than the highways of 19th-
century Cumbria: we have already encountered some of the perils of the
public road in Luke’s Gospel in the parable of the Good Samaritan.

I think the parable of the Good Samaritan also sits, implicitly, behind 
Wordsworth’s description here of walking past with ‘quicker step’. And
so it animates his reversal, his reappraisal of his fellow pedestrians. ‘And
who is my neighbour?’ the lawyer asks Christ (Luke 10:29).  And Christ
shows, vividly, that the answer is the passer-by that you least expect, the
unlikely  pedestrian.  Your  neighbour  is  whoever  you  encounter  on  the
road.

‘Where if we meet a face | we almost meet a friend’, Wordsworth writes
of meeting others while walking, just above the lines I have excerpted –
that should be our experience meeting fellow Christians, walking together
in the Way.

The Way … the idea that Christian discipleship is like walking is no new
thought. ‘I say then, Walk in the spirit’ (Gal. 5:16); ‘walk in love’, ‘walk
as children of light’ (Eph. 5:2,8) 

 ‘He has told you, O mortal, what is good;  
 and what does the Lord require of you  

but to do justice, and to love kindness, 
 and to walk humbly with your God? (Micah 6:8)
 
We can also look to the pilgrimages of medieval Europe and the revival
of people going on pilgrimage today.



Above all we should look to Christ who became incarnate and walked
along the highways of Galilee teaching, calling others to get up and walk
with him. Christ who walked carrying His Cross to His death. Christ who
rose again and walked alongside the disciples on the road to Emmaus. A
Byzantine inscription found near the Black Sea describes Palestine as a 
‘God-trodden land’.

When we read a poem like Wordsworth’s excerpt here, it might not seem
a first glance to be distinctively Christian, or to connect to Advent at all.
But the God who comes to meet us, who in Christ becomes incarnate for
us, always has a habit of showing up in unexpected places.

Wordsworth’s  lines  above  naturally  fall  into  two  halves.  I  focused
initially on the second half, his encounters with others, because they tell
us practically what it might look like to follow Christ, to follow on this
Way.

But the first half gives the image of the ‘public way’ as a ‘line’, stretching
over a hill in the horizon, ending in the phrase ‘guide to eternity’.  Our
Christian discipleship knits together both halves: encounter and horizon.

We walk a path walked before us, leading on beyond our view. We get
up, take our bed and walk, we leave all and follow. We orient towards a
destination, in Christ, as Christ already walks to meet us, walks alongside
us, to be encountered on the way.

‘It is about a road which begins many miles before I could come on its
traces and ends miles beyond where I had to stop’. This is how Edward
Thomas  describes  his  book  on  walking  the  Icknield  Way  (fittingly
entitled  The Icknield Way)  in 1913. Thomas presents us here with the
same image that Wordsworth gives us in these lines, the path stretching
on ‘beyond the limits that my feet had trod’.

As Christians, we also walk along a public road. And ‘I love a public
road’,  says  Wordsworth.  It  is  because  the  path  is  not  private  but,
precisely, a public way, walked by others, that it is a place of encounter
and teaching, that it is a ‘guide into eternity’.



Elsewhere,  in  a  book  called  The  South  Country,  Edward  Thomas
describes  “the  perfect  road  that  goes  without  hedges  under  elms  and
through the corn and says, Leave all and follow.” We know that road.
There Thomas is writing of walking in the summer, when ‘a roving spirit
is everywhere’, and I admit that slowing down to walking pace can be
less tempting in Advent weather.

But  I  am not  being only metaphorical  here:  walking as  literal  on one
hand, with Wordsworth and Edward Thomas; walking as metaphor on the
other hand, in describing our Christian life.

Wordsworth is telling us useful things about Christian discipleship and
how we should relate to others, but to do so he is also giving us a very
practical piece of advice: get out and walk. Look at the places around
you.

Things change, he implies, when you begin to ‘watch and question’, when
you ‘speak without reserve’ to those you meet and seek to learn without
prejudice or fear. We might need to take the bit of advice less practically
under the current lockdown guidance, but the principle stands. Get out
and walk: ‘Go ye therefore into the highways’ (Matt. 29: 9). Walking can
be discipline, discovery, an ‘open school’. Watch and enquire, slow down
to the pace of your feet. It is a kind of preparation, fitting for Advent.

A Spanish palindrome expresses this idea. ‘La ruta nos aportó otro paso
natural’. Or, in English: “The path provides the natural next step”. As this
is true of walking, it often feels true to me in prayer – or in the liturgical
cycle, which rolls round even at times when it might feel our individual
discipleship ebbs low. As Advent approaches, again ‘the path provides
the  natural  next  step’.  We walk  together  towards  a  stable,  awaiting  a
birth.

In the Old Testament reading for the second Sunday of Advent we are
reminded of the prophecy of Isaiah, which will come to fruition in the
person of  John the Baptist:  ‘In  the wilderness  prepare  the  way of  the
Lord, | make straight in the desert a highway for our God’ (Isa. 40: 1-11).



This  Advent,  let  us  prepare  ourselves  by  walking,  by  greeting  our
neighbour, by making of ourselves a highway for our God.

Shanti is working on a PhD on William Wordsworth and the idea of 
pilgrimage in Romantic poetry. She is also a Sacristan at Peterhouse.  
She grew up in a loosely Quaker context in rural Worcestershire; and 
was baptized and confirmed in the Church of England on Pentecost last 
year. She is grateful to Iona Morphet for encouraging her to send this 
reflection into the newsletter.

A Personal View on … 
Music and Prayer 

by Iona Morphet
 
It came upon the midnight clear,
That glorious song of old,
From angels bending near the earth
To touch their harps of gold
‘Peace on the earth, goodwill to men,
From heaven's all-gracious King.’
The world in solemn stillness lay
To hear the angels sing.

What  have  you  missed  most  about  church  in  the  past  few  months?
Though, as I write, we have been sadly plunged into a second lockdown,
under Coronavirus restrictions there are noticeable differences about the
way we worship. Nothing is quite the same as it was before. I suspect I’m
not alone in saying that the thing I missed most about returning to church
was the absence of congregational singing. This surprised me; until now I
suppose I would have considered myself more of a ‘Low Mass Anglo-
Catholic’ – to me, there is nothing more beautiful than a quiet, reverent
celebration of the Eucharist with a few of the faithful. Of course, I don’t
mean to dismiss the exquisite ceremonial of the Sunday High Mass to
which we are accustomed at Little S. Mary’s; but it is the same sacrifice,
the same sacrament, with or without music.



But without it, something is missing. The past few months have made it
clear to me that there is something about music which aids our prayer,
without which our worship is lacking – but more than that, music itself is
prayer. ‘Qui cantat bis orat’ (‘he who sings prays twice’) is perhaps the
most famous thing St Augustine never said, but there is a truth underlying
the  aphorism.  A  truth  which  the  Bible  recognises:  a  recurrent  thread
throughout the Psalms reminds us to praise God in song (Ps. 30:4, 47,
61:8,  95:1) and with instruments  – harps,  lyres,  trumpets  and clashing
cymbals (Ps. 33:2-3, 81:2-3, 150). St Paul instructs his readers to ‘sing
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs’ (Eph. 5:19; Col. 3:16), and St John
tells us that singing unceasingly is the role of the angels in heaven (Rev.
4:8). And it’s a poignant detail included in two of the Passion Gospels
that  the  last  thing  the  disciples  do  together  on the  night  that  Jesus  is
betrayed is to sing a hymn (Matthew 26:30; Mark 14:26)
 
Singing  allows  us  to  join  with  all  the  saints  and  with  the  ceaseless
worship of the angels in heaven in one continuous hymn of praise – ‘that
glorious song of old’, as Edmund Sears’ carol puts it. When the churches
closed in March, I realised that while the thing I wanted most – to attend
Mass and receive the Sacrament – was very sadly (if temporarily) out of
reach, the act of singing was not. I have been very fortunate to spend both
lockdowns in some form of Christian community. In the first one, I joined
with two of my housemates to say Morning Prayer  each day and sing
Compline a couple of times a week. We did our best to keep Holy Week
with homemade liturgies consisting mostly of hymns and Bible readings.
Although  it  wasn’t  the  Holy  Week  I  had  expected  or  wanted,  my
housemates  and  I  found  great  solace  in  being  able  to  sing  and  pray
together, which we would never have done without the lockdown. I will
never  forget  how  it  felt  to  sing
‘Crown Him with  many crowns’  at
the  end  of  our  lockdown  ‘Easter
Vigil’, held in the dark of the garden
at  6am with  hand-held  candles  and
ending  by  joining  with  the  dawn
chorus for a joyful rendition of that
particularly joyful hymn.



Another unexpected result of the lockdown for which I am grateful is that
singing has become an important part of my private prayer life. Once I
navigated the initial hurdle of the inherent oddity and selfconsciousness
of singing alone, I found joy in that, too: singing the canticles at the Daily
Office, or chanting the psalms to plainsong tones. While I love the simple
melodies  of  the  chants  themselves,  I’ve  discovered  that  singing  the
psalms forces me to slow down and appreciate them more than I would
by simply reading them in my head,  and to appreciate  them better  as
songs.   And  then  we  went  back  to  church.  At  first,  hesitantly  and
cautiously, with no music at all, and then, finally, the guidance permitted
the safe return of our choirs. The first time I heard music in church again
was on my first Sunday at St Clement’s, my placement church for this
year, where we were keeping the Feast of the Holy Cross. The (small,
socially  distanced…)  choir  was  rehearsing  the  hauntingly  beautiful
plainsong Vexilla Regis ‘The royal banners forward go’ just as I arrived. I
remember being struck by how affecting it was to hear a melody I knew
so well, as I began a new role in a new church. Through the music I was
transported back to Palm Sunday, the beginning of Holy Week – to Holy
Weeks past and to this year’s most unusual Holy Week of all.

It  was  just  as  moving to  hear  Merbecke’s  Mass  setting  and plainsong
propers again. Even after months without them, hearing the words ‘Glory
be to God on high’ immediately made me want to burst out with ‘and in
earth peace…’, and I had to stop and remind myself, we can’t sing – at
least, not yet. When we do sing congregationally again, the joy will be
overwhelming.  Until  then,  hearing  familiar  music  sung  by  even  the
smallest  choir  or  solo  cantor  has  the  power  to  comfort  us,  to  recall
memories of happier times, to put us in the frame of mind for worship, to
give rest unto our souls.

These are good things to remember as we look towards an Advent and
Christmas without the hymns and carols which define these seasons for
many of us. It will be very strange; I can’t remember an Advent Sunday
when I haven’t sung ‘O come, O come Emmanuel’, and the thought of the
Nine Lessons and Carols without being able to join in is very odd indeed.
But the carols’ words and melodies, whether we sing them at home or
hear them sung for us by our choirs, have wisdom for our times. I think of
the  great  lament  of  the  second  verse  of  ‘Lo!  He  comes  with  clouds



descending’,  which  always  makes  me  think  of  kneeling  before  the
Blessed Sacrament at Advent Carols and Benediction. I think too of the
reminder that ‘The God whom you have longed to know/ In Christ draws
near  and  calls  you  now’,  an  Advent  truth  which  no  pandemic  can
obstruct. Perhaps this year,  while we cannot sing together,  we may all
listen a little more closely to hear the angels sing:
 
Yet with the woes of sin and strife 
The world has suffered long; 
Beneath the angel-strain have rolled
Two thousand years of wrong; 
And man, at war with man, hears not not 
The love-song which they bring:
O hush the noise, ye men of strife,
And hear the angels sing! 
 
Iona is Pastoral Assistant at St Clement’s, Cambridge this academic year.
She grew up in Cheshire and worshipped at LSM while studying Classics 
and Theology at Newnham College from 2016-20.

Cambridge Churches Homeless Project News
Stephen Barwise, Treasurer

CCHP will not be running as a night shelter this Winter, owing to the
pandemic  and  the  Government’s  decision  to  fund  Room  Only
accommodation for rough sleepers.  The City Council offered Room Only
accommodation to 230 rough sleepers, 190 of whom accepted the offer.
110  of  these  people  have  been  rehoused  with  planned  offers  to  the
remainder. The City Council is, however, unable to offer accommodation
to  rough  sleepers  with  “No  Access  to  Public  Funds”,  and  CCHP  is
supporting particularly vulnerable rough sleepers in this position, paying
for B&B accommodation until the council can appeal the decisions and
take  over  providing  accommodation.  The  rough  sleepers  that  we  are
funding in B&B would normally have come into our night shelter. We
also funded B&B for two young vulnerable women until the City Council
could organise accommodation after a few days.



The  CCHP  is  also  participating,  with  other  homeless  charities,  in
supporting rough sleepers in other ways, like creating cooked meals and
distributing them, as council-provided accommodation does not include
food. Much thanks to CCHP volunteers involved in this service. CCHP
agreed  to  purchase  a  laptop  and  mobile  phone  for  the  use  of  rough
sleepers, so that they had access to internet communication. These items
are  held  by  staff  and  utilised  when  required  by  rough  sleepers,  for
instance to communicate with Benefit Offices that are currently closed
to anything other than internet/phone communication.

These are challenging times and adaptability is essential if we are to be of
service. I am convinced that the Night Shelter Model will return, once the
pandemic has receded and government no longer funds accommodation
for rough sleepers, but at present we continue to rely on our supporters to
be  able  to  provide  the  essential  services  required  during  these  times.
While talking to the Apostles, Christ said:

“I was hungry and you fed Me, I was thirsty and you gave Me drink, I
was a stranger and you made Me welcome”

CCHP provides organised compassion and an opportunity to bear witness
to God. For seven consecutive years, from December to March, we have
housed  17 rough sleepers  per  night  for  122  nights.  At  any one  time,
during these winters, there have been six churches and one synagogue
involved in providing this service. This winter, the nature of the service
offered will be different, but we intend it to be no less relevant to the
rough sleepers with whom we engage.

If you would like to contact me about any of the above, please email me
on stephen@cchp.org.uk Thank you.

mailto:stephen@cchp.org.uk


News from Cambridge Aid
by Paul Ray, Hon. Treasurer

The first three months of lockdown saw applications for our help fall by
20%  year  on  year  because  of  the  difficulty  faced  by  sponsoring
organisations like the CAB and Children’s Centres engaging closely with
those  they  were  trying  to  help.  From July  contact  became  easier  and
through to September  we saw a 30% increase  in  applications  year  on
year. The Whitworth Trust are our partners in helping homeless women
and those trying to put their lives back together after domestic violence.
Sadly,  the number of grants we gave doubled since July year  on year.
Now we are  back  in  lockdown,  but  the  high  rate  of  applications  has
carried on along with the extra pressures of families worrying about how
they can afford Christmas  and how to keep warm through the winter.
Lockdown brings with it  all  sorts of practical  problems of how to get
grants to the recipients whether that be a store card for food and essentials
or a replacement washing machine or bulky furniture. The first lockdown
gave us practice in doing this – but it does involve a lot of extra work!
We will be participating in distributing the Cambridgeshire Community
Foundation’s  Winter  Crisis  Fund,  which,  along with  the  generosity  of
those who regularly donate their Winter Fuel Allowance, underpins the
support we can give to keeping those in fuel poverty warm.

We are about to receive £5,000 special funding from the Evelyn Trust to
give grants to people with severe mental health difficulties over the next
year. As an illustration, last week we received 31 applications in total, 19
of which mentioned mental health difficulties (and 12 domestic violence).
We  are  helping  families  identified  by  Children’s  Centres  who  will
struggle  to  put  food  on  the  Christmas  table  or  buy  presents  for  the
children. 

Busy,  busy,  busy  probably  best  summarises  the  next  few weeks  (and
months). It is sad that circumstances dictate the problems - but gratifying
that we can make a difference! 



 
 

 
 
 

Calendar and Intentions 
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The  list  of  Thanksgivings  and  Intercessions  offers  a
focus for our daily prayer,  both at  the Offices and
Mass, and in our personal times of prayer. 

 
 

The Vicar would be glad of suggestions or
additions to the list of daily intentions. 

 
 
 



Calendar for December 
 
TUE 1st S. Eligius, bishop 
WED 2nd   
THU 3rd  S. Francis Xavier, priest & missionary 
FRI 4th Nicholas Ferrar, deacon 
SAT 5th 

 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

SUN 6th  SECOND SUNDAY in ADVENT 
MON 7th  S. Ambrose. bishop 
TUE 8th  Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
WED 9th  Ember Day 
THU 10th  Ember Day 
FRI 11th   
SAT 12th 

 
 Ember Day 

SUN 13th THIRD SUNDAY in ADVENT (Gaudete) 
MON 14th  S. John of the Cross 
TUE  15th

WED 16th 
 

THU 17th O Sapienta 
FRI 18th O Adonaï 
SAT 19th 

 
O Radix Jesse 

SUN 20th FOURTH SUNDAY in ADVENT - O Clavis 
MON 21st  O Oriens 
TUE 22nd O Rex 
WED 23rd O Emmanuel 
THU 24th Christmas Eve 
FRI 25th CHRISTMAS DAY 
SAT 26th 

 
S. Stephen, deacon & martyr 

SUN 27th  FIRST SUNDAY after CHRISTMAS 
MON 28th Holy Innocents  
TUE 29th S. Thomas Beckett, bishop & martyr 
WED 30th  in the Octave of Christmas  
THU 31st  in the Octave of Christmas 



Daily Intentions & Anniversaries of death 
Jewellers & metalworkers Douglas Bird, Brian Jordan 1st 

A good keeping of Advent   Anthony Morcom, pr. 2nd 

Our overseas missions links   3rd 
Deacons     Romo Gorrada 4th 

Our Advent Zoom groups  
 

Michael Fisher SSF bp. 5th 

Our Parish & People    David Strutt 6th 

Theologians                      Michael Barnard 7th 

That Christ may prepare us to do His work   8th 

The sick Cyril Patrick Hankey, pr., Charles Goodhart 9th 
Vocations to the religious life      10th 

The infirm and housebound     John Robson 11th 

Ordinands     Alan Ashton 12th 

 
Our Parish & People   Glyn Daniel, Dennis Peck 13th  

Spiritual directors & confessors       14th 

The Faithful Departed Glady Stockbridge 15th 

Renewal of our Advent commitments      16th 

Wisdom for those in government     Jack Grist, Diana Galletly 17th 

Atheists   18th 

The unemployed     Eric Lawson 19th 

 

Our Parish & People   Yvonne Masheder 20th 

Light for those in mental darkness      Joan Garrett, Irene Gore 21st 

The Queen      22nd 

That we may know God’s closeness     Ruth Wheatley 23rd 

Our Christmas preparations     24th 

That we may know the joy of the Incarnation       Nelson Bleackley 25th 

Those unable to celebrate Christmas freely or safely    26th 

 

Our Parish & People     Muriel Ellis, Leonard Beard 27th 

Children and the unborn      28th 

All who speak truth to power Leonard Askham, pr., Peter Walker, bp. 29th 

Those in hospital   Joy James 30th 

The lonely            Muriel Brittain, Rita Ollett          31st



Ember Days
by Benjamin O’Neill

The word ‘ember’ is a curious one; it’s
tempting  to  assume  that  it  has
something to  do with fire,  smoke,  and
ashes. Its root is the Old English word
embryne  meaning  circuit; it reminds us
of  the  beauty  of  the  Church  calendar,
the Christian year that we follow closely
at LSM, constantly turning and rotating,

from one season to the next, capturing the highs and lows of the Church
year, the joy of Christmas, the solemnity of Lent and Advent, the journey
through the year on which less liturgically-minded Christians sadly often
miss out.

Our Editor has kindly invited me to write some brief reflections on the
theme of Ember days. The mnemonic “Fasting days and Emberings be:
Lent,  Whitsun,  Holyrood,  and  Lucie”  is  a  good  way of  remembering
when in  the year  the Church sets  aside  as  Ember  Days.  Of particular
interest  in this month’s newsletter  will  be the Wednesday,  Friday,  and
Saturday  following  the  Feast  of  St  Lucy  Virgin  and  Martyr  (13th
December).  These  days  would  traditionally  be  marked  by fasting  and
prayer.

Ember days often go alongside ordinations, especially around Pentecost
and Michaelmas, a date whose significance was rediscovered this year, as
the more regular Petertide slot was foiled by Covid-19. For this reason,
ember days have become a chance to think about ordination, to pray for
those putting themselves forward for ordained ministry in the Church of
Christ, but also to pray for the whole ministry of all God’s people. It is for
this reason that the Church of England’s  Common Worship  suggests the
following collect:



Almighty  and everlasting  God,  by  whose Spirit  the  whole body of  the
Church is governed and sanctified: hear our prayer which we offer for all
Your faithful people, that in their vocation and ministry they may serve
You in holiness and truth to the glory of Your name; through our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, who is alive and reigns with You, in the unity of
the Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever.

Originally, however, ember days seem to have had no explicit connection
to vocations and ministry;  rather, they were a reflection on harvest, an
agricultural celebration closer to what we might keep as rogation days, a
chance to give  thanks for gifts received and to acknowledge God as their
source. This is particularly pertinent this winter. As we find ourselves in
this  second  lockdown,  at  least  until  2nd  December,  with  continuing
restrictions beyond that point, it  is worth reminding ourselves that our
challenge, our Aufgabe (task) as Christians is to see the positive, to see
the  blessings,  to  see  the  gifts  that  God  bestows  even  in  these  most
difficult  of  times.  That  is  our  vocation,  to  be  a  people  of  praise  and
thanksgiving.
 
Benjamin worshipped at LSM as an undergraduate from 2016-20, minus
a short gap when he was Pastoral Assistant of Christ Church Vienna in
the Diocese in Europe. Since graduating from our neighbouring college,
Peterhouse, he has served as Assistant Chaplain of Stamford Endowed
Schools in Lincolnshire, where he also teaches German. He is grateful
for continued links with LSM, including having led the Coronatide Bible
Study over the summer months.
 
 



An A-Z of Interesting Things 
L is for Liturgy 

The word liturgy, derives from the technical term in Greek 
 λειτουργία,   leitourgia  , meaning"work for the people", and is a literal 
translation of the two words "litos ergos" or "public service". Christian 
liturgy is a pattern for worship used on a regular basis. In most Christian
traditions, liturgies are presided over by clergy wherever possible and 
formalise the way Christians gather together, are taught the Word of 
God, and are encouraged in their faith.

After the Reformation, traditional Latin liturgical forms (such as the 
Sarum Rite) were replaced by the Book of Common Prayer, the 1662 
revision of which is still the basis of worship in the Church of England 
today. 
 

In Praise of Hymns
The Writers of the Words – Prudentius 
by Charles Moseley
 
Prudentius is hardly a household
name nowadays, not even among
LSM members. Yet we owe him a
lot, not least two excellent hymns
(33 Of the Father’s heart begotten
and 48 Bethlehem, of noblest cities 
in NEH) which we sing regularly
and one (80 Servant of God,
remember) which we don’t. 33, ‘Of
the Father’s heart begotten’ (‘heart’
is right; there are some versions
which mistranslate as ‘love’) is not
only good theology, and a great 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liturgy_(ancient_Greece)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liturgy_(ancient_Greece)


joining with all of Creation in an outpouring of joyful praise, but it is set
to  a  splendid  tune,  based  on a  very  ancient  melody,  from one of  my
favourite  Reformation  collections,  the  Piae  Cantiones which  Jaako
Suomalainen, head of the Cathedral school in Turku, Finland, published
in 1582. It’s a joy to sing – especially when Simon does twiddly bits on
the organ - and the last verse has (for me) a spine-tingling descant. You
know Christmas has come to Narnia when you sing it.

How did I first come across this man? Decades ago, I was reading the
minor if voluminous (I did not read it  all) 17th-century writer Phineas
Fletcher, Rector of Hilgay. Fletcher has a sentence that stuck in my mind:
‘[Prudentius]…  brought  foorth  in  his  declining  age  so  many  &  so
religious poems, straitly charging his soule, not to let pass so much as one
night or daye without some divine song, Hymnis continuet dies, Nec nox
ulla uacat, quin Dominum canat. And as sedulous Prudentius, so prudent
Sedulius was famous in this poeticall divinity….’ That elegant chiasmus
never  sent  me to read  Sedulius  the  Irishman,  who is  Prudentius’  near
contemporary, though translated in NEH:  he too has a couple of decent
hymns extracted from a long 23-verse hymn to Christ (each verse in the
alphabetical order of the 23 letters of the Latin alphabet) (20 From East
to West, from shore to shore and 46 Why, impious Herod, should’st thou
fear?)

But at the same time I was also being supervised by Dr F.J.E. Raby of
Jesus, who wrote a great book on Christian Latin Poetry in which he had
discussed Prudentius,  and he was a great and inspiring teacher.  It  also
chanced that concurrently I was getting excited by work in another area,
on medieval allegorical poetry,  and there I found Prudentius a seminal
figure – one indeed, who had no small influence on the way we in the
West  can  think  about,  and  express,  our  contradictory  emotions  and
psychology. His are some of the foundations on which we now rest. So
who was he? Marcus Aurelius Clemens Prudentius was born about 348 in
the  Roman  province  of  Hispania  Tarraconensis.  Thus  he  is  roughly
contemporary with SS. Jerome and Augustine. He became a lawyer, then
a  provincial  governor  of  some  talent  in  a  turbulent  century,  and  was
summoned to court  by Emperor  Theodosius  the  Great.  But  in  392 he
threw it all up to become an ascetic, devoting himself to prayer, poetry
and meditation. He wrote a lot. In 405 he collected his poems, and wrote



a preface for them, and NEH  33, 48 and 80 are all gobbets from the long
Cathemerinon liber (‘Daily Round’)  which  has  twelve  hymns,  six  for
daily use, five for festivals, and one for every hour of the day.

(Incidentally, Davis’ translation of 33 makes Prudentius’ fifth strophe the
last, omits his seventh and eighth, and himself adds the rather fine verse
6.) He was one of the most highly regarded authors in the Middle Ages
and could be mentioned in the same breath as Horace and Statius. But his
lasting influence on literary practice and on the way we think really stems
from one long poem, the  Psychomachia, or Battle for the Soul. It’s just
under 1,000 lines of decent hexameters in the high manner of Virgil, and
it  describes  how  Faith,  aided  by  the  personified  virtues  of  Hope,
Temperance, Chastity, Patience, Humility, etc. fights the personified vices
of Pride, Wrath, Avarice, Unbelief, etc. (N.B. neither the Virtues nor the
Vices are quite those with which we are familiar:  those categorisations
were  still  being  formed  when  Prudentius  was  writing).  These
personifications  have  to  be  women  because  Latin  words  for  abstract
concepts are feminine. Accept the highly artificial premiss, and it’s a good
read.  But  what  is  important  is  that  this  is  arguably  the  first  really
significant use of allegory, a wonderful tool for telling a story that has two
parallel meanings, one on the surface and another which the thoughtful
mind  discovers.  Think  Animal  Farm,  Pilgrim’s  Progress,  Spenser’s
Faerie Queene, Langland’s Piers Plowman and so on back to the seminal
Romance of the Rose,  for three hundred years one of the most read of
poems, and beyond. (Mischievously,  I think of Freud too.)  Prudentius
may not  have  invented  the  form –  some scholars  argue  that  the  2nd-
century philosopher Favorinus used it, but there’s no evidence Prudentius
knew  his  work  –  and  I  myself  think  of  Rabbinical  readings  of  the
Pentateuch and think there are hints of it even in Homer. But his  poem’s
elaborate and systematic use changed the direction of European literature
and thought, for allegory became one of the major modes of expression in
the  Middle  Ages,  used  for  everything  from  satire  to  the  delicate
exploration of how we fall in love, to the search of the soul for its Lover,
God.  The poem survives in a lot of manuscripts – many have certainly
been lost - and twenty of the ones we have are illustrated. To do that cost
money and therefore suggests the high value put on the poem. Indeed, so
well  known was it  that  it  may be  the  source  of  wall  paintings  in  All
Saints’, Claverley, Shropshire, and St Nicholas, Pyrford, near Woking. 



Advent Prayer
by Chessie Nour

 

“Emmanuel, His name shall be”,
He died for us to set us free 

From death and silence, pain and strife,
That we may gain eternal Life 

 

In Him we trust, 
Our Saviour King, 

To whom the choirs of angels sing 
 

And in a manger He was born 
That faithful servants need not mourn, 

For life was given, not taken away,
On that most Holy blessèd day 

 

His mother Mary came to see the angel 
“Be it unto me”, 

And she accepted fear and mirth 
That we might know the Virgin Birth. 

 



A look back at Christmas 2019, with hope and prayers for a
return to a packed church and close contact some time in 
2021.
 

 



GARDEN NEWS 
 
The pergola in the LSM garden is probably taken for granted as having 
always been there.  But it is thanks to Tessa Hobbs (a professional garden

designer who used to worship
at LSM until moving to 
Walsingham) that it arrived in
2003. She saw it being 
dismantled in the garden at 
Walsingham (left) and asked 
if we could have it. She then 
organised its transportation 
and assembly where it now 
stands (below). 

  At the beginning of the 21st century the garden had become overgrown 
again. Clearing once more needed to be done and as Tessa said “to keep a
garden in good heart, even a wild one, requires a certain amount of 
renewal planting, which
hasn’t been done for a
number of years.” And under
her direction this happened.
She still loves our garden
and visits when she comes
this way and we are pleased
to note her comments and
have her encouragement.
At the moment the main
work in the garden is
keeping the paths clear of
leaves before they become wet and slippery. This counts as essential 
work in lockdown as the garden is visited daily and we don’t want any 
casualties!
 
Christine Tipple  cstipple@gmail.com

mailto:cstipple@gmail.com
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